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“Making a positive difference in the lives of children.” 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Department:  CHS Science Department__ 

 
 
Department Goal:  The ENTIRE department commits to working every day to support this 
department goal in every course taught in the CHS department.  This year we are looking for a 
department goal as well as department course goals. 

 The Department Goal should be based on consistency and intent with instructional practices as well 
as integration of technology to support instructional practices, increase student engagement, and 
strengthen educational opportunities for our students. 

 The Course Goals should be Student Growth based via Teacher Based Assessments per unit and 
comprehensive for the year.   Every Course in the Department needs a Goal. 

 
Department Goal: 
The science department will intentionally utilize technology to present bell ringers for preparation for local, 
state and national assessments, on a daily basis. 
 
Department Weakness(es):   
Our weaknesses are focused in the areas Scientific Inquiry (across all courses within our department) and 
exit slips.   
 
Department Strengths:   
Use of bell ringers and utilization of technology to support learning and instruction are our strengths. 
 
Data or Information to Support Department Goal:   
Attendance of our Tech Tuesdays support our goal of utilization of technology.  Upon review of our self-
assessments, use of bellringers for reviewing previous knowledge and preparation for various assessments 
by employing cross-curricular prompts will be a high priority. 
 
Action Plan to reach Department Goal:  How will you achieve this department goal?  What will it look 
like in the classroom on a daily basis? 
Teachers are expected to utilize bell ringers every single day, and incorporate technology to support 
instructional practices 2-3 times per week.  
 
Assessing and Monitoring Department Goal:  How will you assess and monitor the likelihood of 
your department achieving the set department goal? 
Teachers will be expected to discuss their use of bell ringers and technology during their individual data 
presentation at weekly department meetings. 
 
Department Course Goals for Teacher Teams: 
Physical Science—Our goal is to obtain 80% passage of our common EOC for both semesters 1 and 2 
 
APES—1) Receive a class average of 3.2 on APES test. 2)  Obtain 95% passage on Semester 1 EOC 
exam. 
 
Science Lab 

1. Support the department goal of meeting AIR test passage of Biology (80%) 
2. Obtain 80% passage of our common EOC test.   
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Discovery Science—1) Obtain 75% passage of our EOC for both semesters 1 & 2   
 
Biology II 

The goal is to obtain 80% passage of EOC for both semesters. 
 
ACT/CCR 

Pending student ACT results.  
 
Honors/AP Biology will aim to improve the overall average AP Biology exam score from 3.05 to 3.2 
 
Bio II - 80% or more of my students will pass the EOC exam 
 
Physics - Our goal is to obtain an 80% passage rate on the EOC exam.   
 

Chemistry— 

1) 85% of my students will pass chemistry.  75% of my students will get C’s or better for their final grade. 

2)80% of students will pass the end of course exam.   

 

H Chem— 

1) 80% of my students will pass honors chemistry.  70% of my students will get C’s or better for their 

final grade. 

2) 80% of students will pass the end of course exam. 

Biology I will aim to accomplish the following:   
1.  Support the Department Goal of meeting Biology AIR test passage of 80% 
2. Support science performance of our students by increasing enrollment in chemistry and physics 

throughout high school since data show that students who take these additional courses tend to 
score higher on the ACT in the science area; as a course, we will be emphasizing course pre-
requisites for upper level science courses (B or better in Biology I).   

3. See that 80% of students make targeted growth per unit and the year.   
 
Course Weakness(es):  Use data provided. 
Physical Science—Scientific Inquiry, Math skills 
 
APES-- Weaknesses- Math without a calculator skills and free response questions. 
 
Science Lab—Math skills; prior knowledge carry over 
 
Discovery Science—weaknesses lie in the inability to retain the prior knowledge of the scientific method 
from previous science courses 
 
Honors/AP biology --Honors/AP biology will support the department goal of improving our students’ 
understanding and use of the scientific method by focusing Scientific Inquiry.  This is built in to the 
curriculum as it is part of the Seven Science Practices required by the College Board 
 
Bio II – Bio II will support the department goal of improving our students’ understanding and use of the 
scientific method through the using safe laboratory practices and learning how scientists communicate with 
one another. 
Physics – Weak connection between the students and the material (REAL WORLD CONNECTION AND 
APPLICATION) 
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Biology I will support the department goal by focusing on the weakest OGT Science Strand (Scientific 
Inquiry).  This was an area of weakness for all science subject areas.  Special emphasis needs to be placed 
on the entire scientific method.  Although scientific inquiry is in the same strand as scientific ways of 
knowing, our students consistently perform lower on the inquiry portion of this strand.  Inquiry then impacts 
all of the other strands.  
 
Chemistry- Lack of prior knowledge.  
 
ACT/CCR— my observations of student weaknesses in the Science Reasoning Exam include quick 
reasoning skills and vocabulary. 
 
Honors Chemistry— Lack of prior knowledge when dealing with material that was not covered in general 
chemistry.  Scientific inquiry. 
 
Course Strengths:  Use data provided. 
Physical Science—pending AIR data; will also review SLO spreadsheet data together to see exactly where 
the strengths were 
 
APES—Ability to discuss topics surrounding Big Ideas and Essential Questions; also, researching EQs to 
enhance the ability to do well on practice AP test questions 
 
Science Lab—Scientific Method, graphing and analysis 
 
Discovery Science—graphing and analysis; lab equipment and safety  
 
H/AP Bio-- the Life Science strand on the OGT was the strongest strand of all that were assessed. In order 
to strengthen the Life Science strand even further, I plan to implement Chromebooks and the use of 
interactive websites throughout the course.  Students are presently submitting Lab Reports and project 
documents, digitally, encourages students to practice their 21st century skills and reduces our carbon 
footprint.     
 
Biology I--The Life Science strand on the OGT was the strongest strand of all that were assessed. As a 
course, we are working on implementing the Chromebooks to strengthen the interactive portion of our 
instruction via use of web quests, interactive websites, and digital submission of written work (and 
subsequent retrieval and assessment of such works by the course instructor, which will reduce our 
consumption of paper and reduce our carbon footprint).     
 
Bio II - College level curriculum and instruction. 
 
Physics— Exposing kids to how to use data such as they will find in the ACT science part is a strength.   
 
Chemistry— Ability to discuss topics surrounding Big Ideas and Essential Questions.  Gaining 
understanding of chemical reactions and equations, dimensional analysis, gas laws, quantum theory, 
atomic theory, and bonding. 
 
ACT/CCR— Drill and practice on reading and interpreting passages in each of the three categories of  ACT 
Science Reasoning questions, resume preparation, college life preparation, and life skills  such as keeping 
and balancing a bank account. 
 
Honors Chemistry-- College level curriculum and instruction. Continuation of general chemistry and 
expansion of topics covered in general chemistry to better prepare students for college chemistry. 
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Data to Support Course Goals:  Use data provided. 
Physical Science: SLO spreadsheets, assessments 
 
APES-- AP score reports, practice AP tests results. 
 
Science Lab—OGT data (as needed), past science course grades, OAA data (as needed), SLO 
spreadsheets 
 
Discovery Science—pre-assessments, SLO spreadsheets 
 
H/AP Bio-- The data used to support the course goals will be obtained by careful tracking of student 
progress, unit by unit, in the form of formative assessments, quizzes, class work and lab report 
performance, exit strategies, and summative assessments.  Remediation will be applied as indicated by the 
above data.  
The end of course exam will also be used as an informal prediction tool for Goal #2:  students’ performance 
on the AP Biology exam. 
 
Bio II – The data used to support the course goals will be obtained by careful tracking of student progress, 
unit by unit, in the form of formative assessments, quizzes, class work and lab report performance, exit 
strategies, and summative assessments.  Remediation will be applied as indicated by the above data.  
 
Chemistry/Honors Chem- Excel Sheet of ACT scores, SLO spreadsheets, formative assessments and 
quizzes 
 
Bio I--We will be using formative assessments, quizzes, and performance on classwork, exit strategies, and 
summative assessments to drive our instruction.   
 
Physics— Excel Sheet of ACT scores, SLO spreadsheets, formative assessments and quizzes 
 
ACT/CCR--practice ACT tests, both on paper and in digital format are used, to check student understanding 
of the exam format and performance on the three types of questions. 
 
Action Plan to reach Course Goals:  How will you achieve the individual course goals?  What will it 
look like in the classroom on a daily basis? 
Physical Science—1) we will utilize formative and summative assessments per unit to gauge success and 
understanding of students 
2)  We will use the Gradual Release model and reinforcement of Big Ideas and Essential Questions. 
3)  We will add at least one extra inquiry-based lab/activity per unit (in addition to the PBA of unit 
assessments) 
 
APES—1) take half of a class period each week to work on practice math problems without a calculator.  
Continue doing sample free response questions as formative assessments each unit.  2)  Bring in 
community guest speakers, go on field trips, and do interesting labs, all of which align with the course 
syllabus. 
 
Science Lab— 1) Prep students for retakes of OGT, as well as prepping for AIR test by providing sample 
tests/questions and review 
 2)  Continue to review science skills/concepts at all levels to aid remediation 
 
Discovery Science—1)  stress how important the scientific method is in real-life situations to enhance the 
chances of understanding for passage of EOC in class and those who still need to pass the Science OGT 
2)  Promote this as not just an ‘early release’ class, but one in which students have the chance to actually 
do research and an experiment of their choice 
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3)  Reflect at the end of Sem 1 and Sem 2 on how this new class has proven to be a course to keep in the 
Science curriculum, eventually evolving into a small-scale science fair to showcase the work the students 
have completed 
 
H/AP Bio-- The action plan for achieving Goal # 1 includes: 

1.  See that 80% of my students make targeted growth per unit and the year.  Formative 
assessments and summative assessments will be tracked in order to measure student growth.  
Quizzes, performance on classwork and lab reports, and exit strategies will also be monitored 
and used to prescribe remediation where necessary.  

 
2.  Extensive use of writing prompts to encourage student development in regard to writing 

scientifically, identification and triage of the question being asked, answering all parts of the 
question asked by the prompts, and careful consideration and editing of the written work before 
submission (did I answer the question fully?).  This is incorporated in the preparation of students 
to take the AP Biology Exam in the Spring. 

 
3.  The action plan for strengthening Scientific Inquiry is built in to the curriculum as part of the 

Seven Science Practices required by the College Board.  It includes: 

 The use of actual Lab Experiments throughout the course where students design their 
own experiments and write formal lab reports.  The reports are modeled after scientific 
research articles found in professional peer review journals.    

 AP biology students will follow a given rubric where they incorporate an Abstract, 
Introduction, Hypothesis, Materials and Methods, Data analysis, Discussion and 
conclusions in each and every lab report that they write 

 
Bio II - See that 80% of my students make targeted growth per unit and the year.  Formative assessments 
and Summative assessments will be tracked in order to measure student growth.  Quizzes, performance on  
classwork and lab reports, and exit strategies will also be monitored and used to prescribe remediation 
where necessary.  
 
Chemistry  
1)  We will utilize formative and summative assessments per unit to gauge success and understanding of 
students. 
2)  We will use the Gradual Release model and reinforcement of Big Ideas and Essential Questions. 
3)  We will build on previously learned material and be able to link material to prior and future learning. 
4)  Remind 11th and 12th grade students of ACT deadlines and encourage students to take the ACT. 
 
Physics—1) we will utilize formative and summative assessments per unit to gauge success and 
understanding of students 
2)  We will use the Gradual Release model and reinforcement of Big Ideas and Essential Questions. 
3)  As part of our department goal, we will use common bellringers to reinforce the scientific method (major 
part of scientific inquiry). 
4)  We will spend 10 minutes one period a week on making connections between the students’ lives and the 
content they are learning. 
5)  I will support the goal by increasing the buying in of students by helping them connect Physics to their 
lives.  I will do a 10 minutes bell ringer and discussion once a week about how the current topic affects their 
daily lives and future careers.  This will help them to make better connections between the topics and their 
current and future experiences.  
 
Biology- On a daily basis, we will implement bell ringers, lab experiments, written work, OGT prompts, 
Collins Writing strategies, Marzano strategies, and careful review of these with the students to reinforce 
weak indicators; we will also reinforce the strengths in our particular strand in order to drive these 
percentages higher each year.   
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We will work cross-curricularly with the Health and Physical Education departments to emphasize 
acquisition of the concepts of Experimental Method; Health and Physical Education will be emphasizing the 
use of health strategies, exercise equipment, and careful analysis of both to reinforce decision-making 
process that increase health and well-being, as well as use the Scientific Method in everyday life.   
 
Honors Chem—1) We will utilize formative and summative assessments per unit to gauge success and 
understanding of students. 
2) We will use the Gradual Release model and reinforcement of Big Ideas and Essential Questions. 
3) We will build on previously learned material and be able to link material to prior and future learning. 
4) Remind 11th and 12th grade students of ACT deadlines and encourage students to take the ACT. 
 
 
ACT/CCR--students will practice ACT Science Reasoning questions on paper and digitally administered 
practice tests and will use vocabulary and math practice sessions, either individually or as a class, like 
those found on March2Success, Naviance, and/or Infohio 
 
Assessing and Monitoring Course Goals:  How will you assess and monitor the likelihood of your 
teacher teams achieving the set course goals? 
Physical Science—1) track grades on SLO spreadsheet to guide our teaching strategies and practices for 
reteaching. 2)  Review BI and EQ each day, post them and give a checksheet to students 3) Observation of 
bellwork to ensure understanding.  Discussion of bellringer for all students   
 
APES-- Data monitoring- I will monitor the efficiency of free response questions by scoring them with an AP 
scoring rubric; I will also track general progress of students on the OTES spreadsheet.  I will monitor course 
enrollment after schedule requests have been submitted. 
 
Science Lab--1) track grades on SLO spreadsheet to guide our teaching strategies and practices for 
reteaching. 2)  Review BI and EQ each day, post them and give a checksheet to students 3) Observation of 
bellwork to ensure understanding.  Discussion of bellringer for all students   
 
Discovery Science--1) track grades on SLO spreadsheet to guide our teaching strategies and practices for 
reteaching. 2)  Review BI and EQ each day, post them and give a checksheet to students 3) Observation of 
bellwork to ensure understanding.   
 
H/AP Bio--I will assess and monitor the likelihood of achievement of department and course goals through 
formative and summative assessments, data tracking, periodic review of progress toward each of the 
course goals (using data presentation and sharing of successful teaching strategies to drive instruction and 
increase achievement), and implementation of the best educational practices to insure that our students 
receive the best possible educational outcomes 
 
Bio II - I will assess and monitor the likelihood of achievement of department and course goals through 
formative and summative assessments, data tracking, periodic review of progress toward each of the 
course goals (using data presentation and sharing of successful teaching strategies to drive instruction and 
increase achievement), and implementation of the best educational practices to insure that our students 
receive the best possible educational outcomes 
 
Bio 1--We will assess and monitor the likelihood of achievement of department and course goals by 
formative and summative assessments, data tracking, periodic review of progress toward each of the 
course goals (using data presentation and sharing of successful teaching strategies to drive instruction and 
increase achievement), and implementation of the best educational practices to insure that our students 
receive the best possible educational outcomes.      
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Chem/Honors Chem- I will assess and monitor the likelihood of achievement of department and course 
goals through formative and summative assessments, data tracking, periodic review of progress toward 
each of the course goals (using data presentation and sharing of successful teaching strategies to drive 
instruction and increase achievement), and implementation of the best educational practices to insure that 
our students receive the best possible educational outcomes 
 
Physics-- We will assess and monitor the likelihood of achievement of department and course goals by 
formative and summative assessments, data tracking, periodic review of progress toward each of the 
course goals (using data presentation and sharing of successful teaching strategies to drive instruction and 
increase achievement), and implementation of the best educational practices to insure that our students 
receive the best possible educational outcomes.      


